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The state-tracking method proposed recently is employed for the first-principles determination of the
magnetocrystalline-anisotropy (MCA) energy. A close relationship of the MCA energy to the band
structure is found for transition-metal monolayers that show the change of sign of the MCA with respect
to the band filling (atomic species) to be determined mainly by the spin-orbit coupling within the spin-
down bands. The Fe monolayer with the ~-bonding band as the highest occupied band exhibits positive
MCA (easy axis along the layer normal). However, the e6'ect of strain on the MCA of the Fe monolayer
demonstrates the e8'ect of the spin-orbit coupling between opposite-spin states. A model for the elec-
tronic origin of the magnetic anisotropy of this two-dimensional system is presented that explains the
first-principles MCA results for iron and cobalt monolayers on the basis of the bonding character be-
tween two d atoms, the band broadening due to increase in coordination, and geometry (symmetry).

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) is one of the
most important properties of ferromagnetic materials.
Attempts to understand its microscopic origin started
many years ago; work before 1960 was reviewed by
Kanamori. ' As proposed by Van Vleck more than 50
years ago, the main contribution to the MCA is thought
to originate from the relativistic spin-orbit coupling in-
teraction (SOC), H"=ger L. When electron states with
different orbital character are split due to the hybridiza-
tion with neighboring atoms in a lattice and populated
differently, their interaction with the spin (magnetic mo-
ment) gives rise to the anisotropy of its ground-state ener-
gy. The magnetic dipole and other possible anisotropic
exchange interactions are usually found to play minor
roles in determining the MCA.

The theoretical treatment for rare earths, where the
SOC is much greater than the crystalline field, is quite
successful in predicting the MCA energy and its tempera-
ture dependence, even though a mean-field approxima-
tion is adopted for the description of the exchange in-
teraction and a point-charge model is used for calculating
the existing crystalline field.

In transition metals (TM) and their alloy systems, since
the SOC is smaller than the crystalline field experienced
by the rather extended 3d magnetic moments, the
theoretical treatment of the MCA becomes much more
dificult and still remains a great challenge even today.
Earlier efforts in the 1960s and 1970s, based on the
empirical or non-self-consistent band results for Fe, Ni,
and Co crystals„have taken hybridization and the

SOC between the hybridized states into account. Work
has also been extended to more complex systems, e.g. , al-
loys. ' The basic difficulty in the treatment of MCA in
TM systems, as demonstrated in these studies, is that the
MCA contribution of different Bloch states varies strong-
ly over the Brillouin zone (BZ) and may become almost
singular in the neighborhood of some k points. Hence,
the treatment depends strongly on details of the band
structure of each specific material and is thus quite tedi-
ous. The relationship between the MCA of even Fe, Ni,
or Co with their electronic structure is not well under-
stood.

Since the late 1970s, important advances in local spin-
density electronic structure theory and dramatic
enhancements of computational power took place; for ex-
ample, the magnetic moment was determined for the first
time for TM from first principles" and recently the total
energy was calculated to better than about 0.01 eV,
which makes possible the first-principles determination of
the magnetic configuration for many complex artificial
systems. ' On the other hand, recent experiments suc-
cessfully synthesized a large number of almost ideal
artificial structures and revealed that many overlayer and
superlattice systems show peculiar magnetic anisotropic
properties (due to their reduced dimensionality and
tailored structures on the atomic scale) that appear to be
promising candidates for high-density magneto-optical
storage media' ' and other applications. While these
advances renewed interest in the theoretical understand-
ing of the MCA for 3d TM, the fundamental problem is
still how the MCA of magnetic atoms is determined by
the symmetry and species of its neighboring atoms.
Thus, it is strongly desired that ab initio calculations be
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developed to explain the underlying physics and more irn-

portantly, predict new systems with desired properties in
advance of experiments.

Such investigations have been made on either bulk
crystals, ' ' monolayers, ' ' or thin films and multilay-
er structures. ' Since they are based on state of the art
first-principles band-structure methods, they are expected
to produce better results for the MCA energy and pro-
vide an understanding of its mechanism. In TM systems,
however, the SOC is extremely weak and the MCA ener-

gy is very small (about 10 eV/atom for highly sym-
metric cubic crystals and about 10 " eV/atom for ul-
trathin films or monolayer systems). Thus, this energy is
very small and so a perturbative (rather than self-
consistent) treatment based on a force theorem is al-
ways adopted, in which the SOC induced change of the
total energy is approximated by the difference of the
single-state energies summed over all occupied states,
namely

E"=E(H +H") E(H )—= g e,
' —g E, .

iEO' i cO

The force theorem requires the condition that the per-
turbed and unperturbed occupied states have similar
charge (spin) densities, so that the contribution from
Coulomb and exchange-correlation terms in the total en-
ergy can be neglected. Here the prime denotes SOC per-
turbed states, energies, etc , and .0 = Io I is the set of un-
perturbed occupied states and 0'= to'I the set of SOC
perturbed occupied states. In addition to the basic
difficulty caused by the existence of the almost singular
contribution at some k points experienced in earlier
empirical treatments, another source of uncertainty and
error is introduced when the sets of 0 and 0' are deter-
rnined independently by Fermi filling of the self-
consistent energy spectrum e; and the non-self-consistent
perturbed spectrum, e,'. This makes the interpretation
and theoretical determination of the MCA energy for the
3d TM from first principles have even more uncertainties
than previous empirical treatments, despite the great ad-
vances in present day electronic structure theory and
computational abilities.

In a previous paper, we developed a state tracking
method for the ab initio determination of the MCA ener-

gy from first-principles local-density electronic structure.
By defining the occupation of the SOC perturbed states
according to their wave functions instead of their
eigenenergies, the state tracking perturbed occupied
states I o'J give the spatial distribution of the charge and
spin densities as close as possible to the unperturbed I o I.
This ensures the best application of the force theorem
and the change between the two sets of occupied states
reAects solely the physical effect of the SOC, free from
uncertainties introduced in the non-self-consistent pertur-
bation. This permits stable and precise results to be
achieved with a substantially reduced number of integra-
tion k points, as shown in test calculations for free-
standing Fe monolayers.

This paper presents expanded MCA results on strained
Fe(001) monolayers and presents a model that explains

its origin through the anisotropy of the SOC energy of a
pair of d atoms. We begin in Sec. II from a general dis-
cussion of the SOC in connection with the MCA energy
of the TM which emphasizes the difference between the
MCA contributions from the SOC between the spin-
down states and the SOC between opposite-spin states.
This is followed by a model analysis of the magnetic an-
isotropy based on the bonding properties of a diatomic
pair in Sec. III. After a description of the spin-polarized
band structure of Fe monolayers as given by our highly
precise full potential linearized augmented plane-wave
(FLAPW) method, the single-state SOC shift, the distri-
bution in k space of the MCA contribution, the problem
of the singular MCA contribution that occurs at some k
points, the SOC induced energy and the resulting MCA
are given in Sec. IV and compared, as a function of band
filling, with the anisotropy model of the diatomic SOC
energy. Finally, the effect of strain on the MCA energy
of free-standing Fe monolayers is presented in Sec. V for
different lattice spacings in a range of +10%%uo around the
ideal bulk crystal value; it is then followed by conclusions
in Sec. VI.

II. BACKGROUND PERSPECTIVE AND APPROACH

A. Perturbation theory analysis

As given in the relativistic theory, the SOC perturbed
Hamiltonian is expressed by

H =H'+H'=H'+g(r)o L,
where the SOC amplitude is

g(r) = (3)
4g r ~r

For Fe 3d states its integrated value is about 30 meV, i.e.,
much smaller than that for rare-earth atoms, because of
the weaker Coulomb potential, but the d bandwidth, a
measure of the crystalline part H, is in the range 2 —4
eV. As a result, any analysis that considers the SOC as a
perturbation is justifiable for transition metals.

In the first order of perturbation, the energy shift of all
states is identically zero because the diagonal elements of
the SOC matrix vanish due to the time-reversal symmetry
of the unperturbed states. Thus, the lowest-order contri-
bution to the SOC induced change in the total energy
comes in second order:

& & I
(o IH"Ij) I'

6&
OJ

where 0 represents an occupied state and j is summed
over all states and 6e, =e, —e . However, when j is also
an occupied state, the two terms arising from the ex-
change of o and j cancel each other, and so the net con-
tribution to the SOC induced energy comes solely from
the interaction between the occupied and empty (u)
states. This gives

~ /( /
o'H/ )u/'

6e„,

,~ /( )oo"
/

L)u['

0, tl 6e„,
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Here the SOC constant g is the radial integral of the
product of the SOC amplitude g(r) and the radial wave
functions of states 0 and u. Since this integral is an atom-
ic property that depends only on the derivative of the po-
tential in the region near the nucleus, it does not vary
very much even from the free atom to the solid. Hence
in the above expression, it is assumed constant for all d
orbitals.

It is easy to see that this second-order perturbation ex-
pression and the constant radial integral approximation
gives only isotropic contributions for cubic crystals where
H is invariant under the Oh group. As a result, a proper
description of the MCA of cubic systems has to go to
fourth order. However, this second-order expression is
appropriate in describing the MCA energy of a pair of
atoms, monolayers, and ultrathin films, as these have re-
duced symmetry and the second-order term dominates.
some recent calculations of the MCA of films ' were
made by using the perturbation expression Eq. (5) and
empirical electronic structure parameters. We should
note that the analysis based on Eq. (5) given in this and
the following sections is only used to help interpret our
first-principles results which both solve the Schrodinger
equation, including the SOC terms, accurately and in-
clude the complexity existing in a real physical system.

B. General formulation: Contribution of the
coupling between parallel and opposite spin states

For the purpose of understanding the MCA mecha-
nism for the iron group ferromagnets, it is very helpful to
distinguish the contributions from the SOC between the
parallel spin states and the SOC between the opposite
spin states because, as shown below, they are comparable
in many cases and behave differently. We may consider,
as a good approximation, in the limiting case of strong
exchange splitting that the spin-up band is almost fully
occupied, and all empty states belong to spin-down
bands. When the effect of the empty spin-up states is
neglected, only two types of SOC have to be considered
in the summation of Eq. (5), namely, the coupling be-
tween spin-down states, and the coupling between occu-
pied spin-up states and empty spin-down states. The to-
tal SOC energy is approximately equal to the sum of the
two contributions:

0, El

E' E
Q 0

(10)

but

bE""=E""(x) E""(z—)

I
&o+ IL. lu & I' —

I

(o+ IL. lu=(g)'
0, ll Q 0

It is seen from Eqs. (10) and (11) that the contributions
from two occupied states, with the same spatial wave
function but different spin, are opposite in sign and will
cancel each other. In the limit of zero exchange splitting,
it gives vanishing anisotropy, as expected.

Since both AE"" and hE"" are summed over the spin-
down empty states, they will certainly depend on the
number of spin-down electrons (band filling), but their
band filling dependence is different. AE"" is not only
determined by the orbital character of the occupied
states, but it depends on the coupling with the empty
states and also strongly on the splitting between them
through the energy denominator in Eq. (10). It is sensi-
tive to the change of the structure of the spin-down band.
By contrast, the contribution from opposite spin states,
AE"", is less dependent on the band structure. This is
shown by assuming the energy denominator in Eq. (11) to
be replaced by a constant AE„and o+ to be summed
over the whole band. Simple mathematical manipula-
tions give

2
E"d(~)=

b.E,„

AE,„
——(2l +1)l(l +1)2

3

According to Eq. (5), it is easy to show that if the two
magnetization directions are perpendicular to each other,
say z and x~

bEdd —Edd( ) Edd( )

E'(cr ) -E""(o)+E""(rr), . +g(o iL L io ), —(12)

E (o )= —(g)'
i&o iL iu

6e

where superscripts dd and ud represent the two types of
SOC, and

0

Thus, for an axially symmetric system, with z denoting
the symmetry axis and x an arbitrary direction in the per-
pendicular plane,

E" (o )= —(g')'

O, Q

O, D

0 0

[(o+/L /u

5e +

bE" =E""(x) E""(z)—
g2

g (o I —,'(3L,' —L')lo
AE„

(13)

b,E'=E'(o ) E'(o') —bE +b,E—" (9)

where o+(u+) and o (u ) represent occupied (empty)
spin-up and spin-down states, respectively. The
difference between the SQC energies for two magnetiza-
tion directions also contains two terms,

Under the assumptions given above, the sign of hE" de-
pends only on the axial component of the angular
momentum of the occupied states; its magnitude is in-
versely proportional to the exchange splitting, and it
shows no relation to the separation or coupling between
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states. According to Eq. (13), for this axially symmetric
system, three states (L, =O, +1) give negative contribu-
tions and two (L, =+2) contribute positively. The max-
imum MCA due to this term may reach +6/ IAE,„per
atom when, e.g. , all occupied states give positive (nega-
tive) contributions.

The above general formulation, in not being dependent
on the specific electronic structure, shows how various
factors may affect the MCA. In the theoretical calcula-
tions, we have the freedom to switch the SOC on and off
between different spin states separately, to change the
band filling over a wide range, and to compare the results
obtained with various physical pictures. This approach
will be seen to be very useful in understanding the origin
and the variation of the MCA as shown in the model dis-
cussed in Sec. III, in the interpretation of the first-
principles results in Sec. IV, and in the explanation of the
strain effect in Sec. V.

III. DIATOMIC-PAIR MODEL

5.0 (z2)

4.5 (zx,zy)

2vdd~

3.5 (x2-y2, xy)

2Vdd

2.5 (x2-y2, xy)

2vddg
4 4

Zd state energy

4 J
i
(Lx) i2

EF(Fe)
It is well known from the phenomenological statistical

theory of magnetic annealing, and its experimental
verification, that in TM alloys the directional ordering
(preferential orientation) of atom pairs contributes sub-
stantially to the field-induced MCA. In this theory, the
energy of a pair of atoms, either the same or different, is
assumed to be dependent on the moment direction with
respect to the pair axis. However, to our knowledge, no
attempt has been made to elucidate the microscopic ori-
gin of this directionality with respect to the electronic
states or bonding characteristics of the atoms, or to carry
out theoretical calculations for any specific atomic pairs.
Thus, it is not yet clear whether this magnetic anisotropy
of atomic pairs, which plays so crucial a role in magnetic
annealing, is related to the microscopic origin of the mag-
netic anisotropy in crystal ferromagnets. In this section,
we explain how the dependence of the diatomic SOC en-
ergy on the moment direction is related to the electronic
structure from the point of view of the second-order per-
turbation analysis described above, and present results
about the monolayer MCA based on the model which in-
cludes this dependence, the effect of the geometry (sym-
metry), and the effect of band broadening with increase of
the coordination number in a square lattice. In Sec. IV it
is shown that this diatomic-pair model gives a good inter-
pretation of the first-principles results of the MCA ener-

gy of Fe monolayers.
Let us start with a pair of two identical d atoms. When

they are brought together, the hybridization of their d-
electron orbitals leads to the formation of various bond-
ing or antibonding states. Only the spin-down states are
shown in Fig. 1 for simplicity; the spin-up states (not
shown in the plot) are assumed to be located below these
bands by an energy AE„due to the exchange splitting
and to be fully occupied. The pair axis connecting the
two atoms is denoted by PA. The strongest interaction,
Vdd, gives the lowest bonding and the highest antibond-
ing states separated by 2~ Vdd ~, while the weakest in-
teraction Vddz, forms two doubly degenerate 5-bonding
and antibonding states with the smallest separation,
2~ Vdds~. Similarly there are also two degenerate m. orbit-

t ~ 5 (zx, zy)

0.5 (z')

3 3

FIG. 1. Nonvanishing angular momentum matrix elements
(solid vertical lines) between the d levels (thick horizontal lines)
of a diatomic pair consisting of two identical atoms. The square
of the corresponding elements equals 1 (not marked), 3, or 4
(marked by numbers beside the coupling lines). Zd is the num-

ber of spin-down electrons when the corresponding levels are
occupied. The approximate position of the Fermi levels of mag-
netic Fe atoms are drawn as dashed horizontal line.

als. In this simplest picture, the shift of the center of
gravity of the hybridized d levels is omitted. Now, it is
generally true that

(14)

as seen from the angular distribution of the atomic orbit-
als which determine the extent of the overlap. According
to Harrison, '

I Vdd l-0. 54 Vdd, and
~ Vdds~ is much

smaller. Note that due to symmetry property of the
atomic orbitals, only a few angular momentum matrix
elements between the d orbitals are nonzero; they are
given in Table I for the L, , I.„, and I., operators, and
plotted for I., and I matrix elements in Fig. 1 by verti-
cal lines connecting corresponding levels. Double lines
between degenerate states mean two nonvanishing matrix
elements. Numbers beside these lines are the square of
the matrix elements (cf. Table I). The contribution to the
SOC induced energy is proportional to these values in
second-order perturbation theory according to Eq. (5).

For the purpose of calculating E"d(o ), we only need to
count those couplings which are between the occupied
and empty spin-down states. Other couplings, either be-
tween the occupied spin-down states or between the emp-
ty spin-down states, contribute zero to this order of ap-
proximation. All contributions are enumerated in Table
II for the magnetization along the pair axis E" (PA) and
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TABLE I. Nonvanishing angular momentum matrix ele-
ments between d states. The notation is given for the d states in
Cartesian coordinates with z as the quantization axis and for a
square lattice monolayer in the band notation.

Matrix elements
Cartesian Band notation &L & value

& xz IL I yz &

&x' —y'lI. , xy ) & 31&, 14 &

&z2IL. Iyz &

&xylL. lxz)
&x' y'II..ly—z &

&4IL,.Is" &

v'3
1

1

&z' L, Ixz &

&xy IL, lyz &

&x' y'lL—., Ixz &

& 4II., ls')
v'3

1

1

along an arbitrary perpendicular direction, i.e., in the
plane perpendicular to the pair axis E (PP). As a sum-
mation over both occupied and empty states, E" will ob-
viously depend on the position of EF or the number of
spin-down d electrons, Z&. Of course, at zero occupation
of the spin-down band it is zero, and it is also zero when
the band is fully occupied because the SOC operator is
traceless. The magnitude of the induced energy depends
on the SOC constant through a factor —( —2'g) (the factor
—,
' comes from the fact that each state consists of the or-

bitals of two atoms). E""(PA) is determined by the cou-
plings between the bonding and antibonding states of ei-
ther the 5 or ~ bond, and is inversely proportional to the
6- and m.-bonding strength through the energy denomina-
tor (see fourth column in Table II). However, E (PP) is
determined by the couplings among the 5, ~, and o.

states, and their differences play the crucial role (see

second column in Table II).
A comparison between the two SOC energies E (PA)

and E (PP) gives the inequalities listed in the third
column in Table II. Note that these inequalities hold
only if the bonding strength is in the order given by Eq.
(14), which is generally believed to be true. At different
band filling, the coupling between different (o, u) pairs of
states contributes to E" (cr); hence, the inequalities
change direction for different band filling. A general rela-
tion about the anisotropy hE" of the diatomic SOC en-
ergy is thus drawn that when the spin-down d states are
half occupied, E (PA) &E" (PP) and the magnetic mo-
ment will prefer to lie along the pair axis; otherwise,
E ~(PP) & E "(PA) and the easy direction prefers the per-
pendicular plane. Numerical results are given in the top
panel of Fig. 2 for a typical choice of parameters, i.e.,
Vzz = —0.25 eV, V&& =0.18 eV, V&&&= —0.04 eV, and
/= 30 meV, in accordance with that given later in Sec. IV
for the Fe monolayer with a square lattice constant
a =5.98 a.u. The inequalities shown in Table II and the
change of sign of this MCA property are clearly shown in
this figure. For this diatomic pair, as shown in Fig. 2, the
anisotropy contribution hE"" is as large as 10 meV.

The contribution from the SOC between opposite-spin
states, E" (o. ), has also been calculated using Eq. (11)
with the same bonding parameters and an exchange split-
ting AE„=3.0 eV, also taken from the self-consistent Fe
monolayer results. It is plotted in the bottom panel of
Fig. 2, and an anisotropy contribution is clearly shown to
exist that when the spin-down band is less than half occu-
pied, E""(PP)& E""(PA), and when the spin-down band is
more than half occupied, E" (PP) )E" (PA). This
behavior is determined by the fact that the bonding o
and m orbitals are occupied first. As expected from Eq.
(13), the maximum anisotropy contribution is achieved at
Z=6. 5 when the bonding o (L, =0) and the bonding 2r

(L, =+1)are occupied as shown in Fig. 2.
For the purpose of bringing these results about the

TABLE II. E "(a.} per atom of the diatomic pair as a function of the occupation of the spin-down d
states. Symbols s =

I Vqq~l, p=
I Vzz I, and d=

I Vzzsl are used for simplicity. Note that the inequalities
given in column 3 hold only if s &p )d.

Zg/atom
E (Pp}

o. in perpendicular plane Inequality
~~~(PA}

ollpair axis

5.0

4.5

3.5

2.5

1.5

0.5

( 1g}2

(
1 g}2

p —d

(
1 g}2

(
I g}2

p —d

(
1 g}2
2 s

0
3 3

p s+p
2 6

p+d s+p
4 + 6
+d $+p

2 6
p+d s+p

3 3

p s+p
0

(
1 g}2

p+p
—(-2'g }2 +d+d p+p

—(-' }2 2

I2 +P
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Q)

6

6 7 8 9
Number of valence d electrons

10

FIG. 2. The SOC energy E "(o.) and E""(o) of diatomic
pairs as a function of the number of d electrons. The straight
lines connecting the calculated points serve only as a guide for
the eyes. Bonding parameters and SOC constants used are
Vzz = —0.25 eV, Vzz =0 18 eV, Vz.&5= —0.04 eV, /=30 meV,
and AE,„=3.0 eV in accordance with the results for the Fe
monolayer with lattice parameter a =5.98 a.u.

magnetic anisotropy of the diatomic SOC energy to a
point of comparison with the first-principles calculation
of the MCA of a square lattice Fe monolayer to be given
in Sec. IV and demonstrating the effect of the structure of
the neighboring atoms to the MCA energy, we consider
the SOC induced energy of an atom interacting with its
four neighboring atoms. Although it is easy to carry out
a calculation on a cluster model (e.g., consisting of five
atoms) in the same way as given above for the diatomic
pair, in order to emphasize the underlying physical pic-
ture, we consider it more appropriate to display the fol-
lowing two effects of the surrounding atoms in a square
lattice in a straightforward way.

First, consider the geometric or the symmetry property
of the neighboring atoms. When the moment is along the
layer normal (denoted as z), it lies in planes perpendicular
to all axes of the four atomic pairs surrounding each
atom, but when the moment is in the layer plane along
one edge of the square lattice (denoted by x), it lies along
half of the bonds but perpendicular to the other half.
Hence the anisotropy of a square lattice would be de-
creased by a factor of 2 compared to the diatomic pair,

Second, the energy levels will be changed when the
atom is surrounded by more neighbors; this change de-
pends on the number and symmetry, as well as on the
atom type of the neighboring atoms. Since the present
model discussion is only intended to give a qualitative un-
derstanding of the physical effects, we adopt a simple ap-
proximation to show this environmental effect when go-
ing from a diatomic pair to a square lattice. In this ap-
proxirnation, which holds accurately for s atoms with
nearest-neighbor interaction, the level splitting broadens
in proportion to the square root of the coordination num-
ber. Solid curves in Fig. 3 show the results when this
effect is taken into account. It is seen that due to this
band broadening, AE" is decreased by a factor of 2 again
(four neighbors for the square lattice vs one for the dia-
tomic pair), but b,E" remains unchanged because it is al-
most independent of the band broadening. So it is seen
that even in this case of very strong exchange splitting,
the contribution from the SOC between opposite spins is
not negligible (-0.5 meV/atom) compared to that from
the SOC between spin-down states (-3 meV) estimated
in this model.

In this simplified model, we put the emphasis on ideas
and basic concepts that could be used to interpret the so-
phisticated first-principles theoretical results and experi-
ment. In this respect, some general conclusions about the
MCA of monolayers drawn from the diatomic-pair model
are worth noting since they are almost independent of the
specific choice of parameters.

(i) Different behavior is exhibited for the band filling
dependence of the two MCA contributions, AE"", the
contribution from the SOC between spin-down states,

5.0
E
O

0.0
Q)
E

'Lu -5.0
&I

0 ~ 5—
E
O

0 ' 0
E

~ -05-

E~„( ) E~~( )
E**(PA)—E**(PP)

(15)
2

6 7 8 9
Number of valence d electrons

10

Contributions from e e =dd and ud, and the total anisot-
ropy hE' exhibit the same decrease due to symmetry.
Dashed curves in Fig. 3 plot the results for hE"" and
hE'" for square lattice monolayers calculated according
to Eq. (15), using the same parameters as for Fig. 2.

FIG. 3. The anisotropy contributions hE and AE" calcu-
lated for a square lattice according to the diatomic-pair model.
Dashed curves: only geometry (symmetry) is considered; solid
curves: both geometry (symmetry) and band broadening (pro-
portional to square root of the coordination number) are con-
sidered. Bonding parameters used are the same as in Fig. 2.
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and AE"", the contribution from the SOC between oppo-
site spin states, as expected from the general discussion
given in Sec. II.

(ii) The bE"" contribution favors an easy magnetic
direction in the layer plane when the spin-down d band is
nearly half full, but along the layer normal at the start or
at the end of the band filling.

(iii) The magnitude of b,E""is inversely proportional to
the bonding strength and changes greatly with environ-
ment.

(iv) The b,E" contribution prefers an easy magnetic
direction along the layer normal if the spin-down band is
less than half full, but prefers the layer plane when the
spin-down d band is more than half full.

(v) The magnitude of AE" depends mostly on the ex-
change splitting and is less sensitive to the environment.

One point omitted so far is the problem of the SOC be-
tween degenerate states, a shown in Fig. 1 by short verti-
cal lines on the degenerate levels; the SOC exists for all
four degenerate states when o. is along the pair axis. In
the above discussion, the expressions in Table II and the
data used to plot Figs. 2 and 3 are given for seven
discrete electron occupation values when each pair of de-
generate states is either occupied or empty. Thus, the
coupling between these two degenerate levels does not ap-
pear in the summation given in Eq. (5). In fact, when the
electron number is between these numbers (i.e., E~ falls
on one level, especially on degenerate ones), and even
though the physical mechanism is the same, a proper
treatment has to consider the inAuence of the population
change on the ground-state energy because the orbital an-
gular momentum is no longer quenched for these states.
A similar problem will be encountered in the band treat-
ment at some k points where two Fermi surfaces inter-
sect, and discussed later in Sec. IV D.

IV. MAGNETOCRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY
OF IRON MONOLAYERS

A. First-principles band structure

In this section, we present results for the spin polarized
FLAPW band structure of Fe monolayers and the SOC
shift of these states. The lattice constant is allowed to
vary around the square lattice value (5.43 a.u. ) of an ideal
bcc Fe (001) plane by about +10%%uo. For the unperturbed
system, more than 100 plane waves are used as the varia-
tional basis set to solve the semirelativistic Kohn-Sham
equations. Within the mufFin-tin spheres, lattice harmon-
ics with angular momentum I up to eight are used to ex-
pand the charge density, potential, and wave functions.
Integrations over k space are replaced by summations
over 15 special k points in the one-eighth irreducible
two-dimensional BZ (100 k points in the full BZ). Con-
vergence is assumed when the average root-mean-square
deviation between the input and output charge (spin) den-
sities is less than 2.5 X 10 e/(a. u. ) .

A typical band structure is plotted in the bottom panel
of Fig. 4 for the spin-down band, and Table III gives
relevant levels and their spin-orbit shifts for both spin-up
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FIG. 4. The MCA contribution AE" from each k point vs

direction in the BZ correlated with the unperturbed spin-down
band of the Fe (001) monolayer (a =5.98 a.u.). As in Table I, 1,
3, 4, 5', and 5" stand for z, x —y, xy, yz, and xz states, respec-
tively. Band 5 (the strongly bonding m. band over most of the
BZ), and band 5* (the weakly bonding or antibonding m band
over most of the BZ) consisting of xz and yz orbitals, shown as
solid lines, are degenerate at I and M.

and spin-down bands for the monolayer with a lattice
constant a =5.98 a.u. , which matches the W(001) sub-
strate as an example. In Table IV the SOC, exchange
splitting, and bonding parameters are given for various
lattice constants. The bonding parameters are deter-
mined by fitting the calculated FLAPW results to the ap-
proximate tight-binding expressions (see Table IV).

For the largest lattice constant (a =5.98 a.u. ), the
spin-down d bandwidth is about 1.56 eV. The bond
strength was roughly estimated to be —0.246 eV for
Vdd, 0.175 eV for Vdd, and —0.040 eV for Vdd~. Band 3
(x —y ) and band 4 (xy) orbitals lie in the layer plane;
the strongest o. bonding is between them and shows the
largest dispersion, distributed above and below EF as
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. The band 1 (z ) or-
bital lies mainly along the layer normal; it forms 6 bond-
ing and exhibits the weakest dispersion, and almost all
band 1 is above EI;, except for a small bonding pocket at
I where band 1 is below EF. The area of this pocket is
about 5%%uo of the full BZ.

The xz and yz orbitals are degenerate at I . The hy-
bridization between neighboring atoms gives rise to vr an-
tibonding but 6-bonding interactions at I . On the sym-
metry line b, along (100), m bonding develops for the xz
orbital and gives rise to the low-lying band 5" (see bottom
panel of Fig. 4). At X, the interaction between xz orbitals
of neighboring atoms is of m-bonding and 5-bonding
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character. By contrast, on the same 6 line, the yz orbital
keeps its ~ antibonding character, but only changes from
6 bonding at I to 5 antibonding character at X. This
gives rise to the high-lying band 5'. At k points along X
or Z or at other general k points, xz and yz orbitals are
hybridized. They always form one low-lying band 5 and
one high-lying band 5'. In most of the full BZ (about
80%) where m. bonding forms, the low-lying band 5 is
below EF as can be seen in Fig. 4 along X, 6, and Z,
while the high-lying band 5* is mostly above Ez, except

in a pocket (with an area about 10% of the full BZ)
around M where bands 5 and 5* are degenerate.

The exchange splitting between spin-up and spin-down
bands is 2.96 eV for this Fe(001) monolayer showing a
rather strong spin polarization; its magnetic moment
(3.43 ps/atom) is much larger than the bulk value. In
this case, the analysis and conclusions drawn for the limit
of strong exchange splitting are expected to be the best
applicable. Following rigid-band ideas, we use the densi-
ty of states (DOS) calculated self-consistently for eight

TABLE III. Unperturbed states of the Fe monolayer (a =5.98 a.u. ) and the spin-orbit coupling in-
duced shifts of (a) spin-up states and (b) spin-down states. The Fermi energy is —4.275 eV.

(a) Spin-up states

Orbital
Energy

(eV) o ifz

SOC shift (meV)

o flax

4
(5', 5")
(5', 5")

1

3

5' or 5"
4

(1,3)
5" or 5'

3

xy
(yz, xz)
(yz, xz)

x —y

yz or xz
xy

(Z2 x2 y2)
xz or yz
x

—6.536
—6.780
—6.780
—7.266
—7.273

—6.741
—6.810
—6.993
—7.246
—7.437

4.1

29.7
—32.7
—1.1
—5.2

—0.1

10.4
—10.8
—2.9
—2.7

1.9
5.8

—5.6
—3.9
—3.7

at (100)
yz 4.6

0.2
—1.8

xz 3.2
—5.5

at (010)
xz 10.3
—14.0

9.2
yz —6.6

—4.8

3
(5I 5/l)

(5t 5/l)

1

4

x —y
(yz, xz)
(yz, xz)

z2

xy

—6.102
—7.134
—7.134
—7.155
—7.412

1.7
27.9

—22.6
—9.8
—3.2

—1.9
41.2

—1.4
—43.7
—3.8

(b) Spin-down states

Orbital
Energy

(eV)
SOC shift (meV)

o flax

4
(5', 5")
(5', 5")

1

3

xy
(yz, xz)
(yz, xz)

x —y

—3.353
—3.843
—3.843
—4.286
—4.781

2.6
30.6

—28. 1

1.8
—1.2

2.9
6.1

—0.6
—3.7

1.4

4
5' or 5"

(1,3)
5" or 5'

3

xy
yz or xz

(z,x —y )

xz or yz
x —y

—3.747
—3.785
—3.997
—4.595
—5.167

0.4
3.2
1.4
0.2

—0.3

at (100)
yz 8.8

10.9
—9.2

xz 0.1

0.5

at (010)
xz 20.3

—8.0
3.9

yz —2.6
1.5

3
1

(5', 5")
(5,'5-)

4

x
z2

(yz, xz)
(yz, xz)

xy

—3.225
—3.828
—4.372
—4.372
—4.775

2.0
1.4

27.8
—24.7
—1.2

1.6
4.6
2.9

—4.2
1.1
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TABLE IV. Bonding, exchange splitting, and spin-orbit coupling parameters of Fe monolayers vs

lattice constant. Bonding parameters are determined by fitting the self-consistent FLAPW results to
the approximate tight-binding expression given below for a two-dimensional square lattice.

Lattice
(a.u. )

5.98

5.73

5.46

5.24

4.83

Spin

up
down

up
down

up
down

Up

down

Up

down

Bandwidth'
(eV)

1.17
1.56
1.46
1.88
1.86
2.31
2.24
2.72
3.28
3.81

b

(eV)

—0.189
—0.246
—0.235
—0.298
—0.298
—0.365
—0.359
—0.429
—0.524
—0.609

(eV)

0.108
0.175
0.138
0.211
0.182
0.266
0.226
0.318
0.343
0.437

V d

(eV)

—0.019
—0.040
—0.026
—0.045
—0.035
—0.058
—0.044
—0.070
—0.072
—0.078

(meV)

31
29
31
30
32
30
32
30
31
32

hE,„
(eV)

2.96

2.88

2.86

2.87

2.82

'Bandwidth= E(M3) E(I 3).
P„~ + —,

' P'„~s= —'[E(I,) —E(M, )].
[E(I )+E(1,)

—E(X,-)+E(X,, ) E(M )
—E(M, )—].

Vqqs= —,
' [E(I q)+E(X5 )

—E(Xg ) E(M~)].
'One-half of the spin-orbit splitting between degenerate I, states when o'iiz.

Energy difference between up- and spin-down I 5 states.

6.0

5.0
E
O

4.0

Spin-up::
/

3.0
E
O
E

2.0

1.0

0.0
4 6 8

Number of valence electrons
10 12

electrons per Fe atom, but take the total number of elec-
trons Z as a variable to plot the variation of the number
of spin-up and spin-down electrons and their difference,
i.e., the magnetic moment. Figure 5 shows the results
from empty (Z =0) to fully filled 3d and 4s bands
(Z =12). Since the spin-up band is lower in energy than
the spin-down band due to the large exchange splitting
(bE,„&d bandwidth, for this large lattice constant), it is
occupied first (Z ~ 6), and the magnetic moment increases
with the total number of electrons, Z, in this region. The
maximum moment, 5.0pz, indicates that a full occupan-
cy of the spin-up d bands has been reached before filling
the spin-down bands. When Z ~6, the increase of the
number of electrons mostly falls into the spin-down d

band and leads to the decrease of the net magnetic mo-
ment. The slope dm /dZ = —0.91, slightly less than uni-

ty, indicates that a small part of the added electrons is
filling the s bands. Of course, Z=8 is the point of most
physical importance; the number of electrons filling the
spin-down d band at this point is about 1.57 as inferred
from the magnetic moment if the spin polarization of the
s electrons is neglected.

It is worth noting that these first-principles energy
band results bear, in fact, the same feature as given in
Fig. 1 for a diatomic Fe pair in the sense that the highest
occupied states are the ~-bonding states and the empty
states belong to the 6-bonding and m antibonding states,
which is of crucial importance in determining the MCA
energy.

For lattice constants smaller than 5.98 a.u. , the ex-
change splitting remains almost the same (Table IV), but
the d band becomes wider due to stronger hybridization,
the overlap between spin-up and spin-down bands be-
comes more prominent, and the separation with succes-
sive filling of both bands is not so distinctive. For the
smallest lattice constant, AE,„ is less than the d-band
width. Its inhuence on the MCA will be discussed with
respect to the effect of strain in Sec. V.

While spin-up and spin-down bands have a similar
structure, they are not quite the same. For example, the
bandwidth and bonding strength of the spin-down band
are 10—20%%uo larger than the spin-up band showing the
nonrigid shift feature in the spin polarization and the
necessity of an accurate first-principles treatment in the
MCA calculations.

FICz. 5. Magnetic moment (solid line) and number of spin-up
and spin-down electrons as a function of band filling for the
Fe(001) monolayer (a=5.98 a.u. ). The fixed self-consistent
DOS for Z = 8 is used. At Z = 8, the magnetic moment is
3.43pg.

B. SOC induced shifts

Single-state energy shifts induced by the SQC are cal-
culated in a second variation approach, ' with all states
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in the range up to 13 eV above E~ included in the varia-
tional basis. This approach contains all contributions in-
cluding the higher-order terms and is thus superior to the
second-order perturbation, Eq. (5). The results are given
in Table III for d states at I, X, and M. In these calcula-
tions, the SOC Hamiltonian matrix elements are given by
a radial integration over the muffin-tin region, and the
contributions from the interstitial and vacuum region are
neglected. The degenerate unperturbed I 5 states are split
due to the SOC when o ~~z. This splitting equals approxi-
mately twice the SOC constant f if the coupling with oth-
er states is neglected. It is used as a measure of g and is
listed in Table IV. Comparing results with different
muffin-tin radii (R~T=2. 3—2.9 a.u. for the lattice with
a =5.98 a.u. ) shows that g varies only within 1%. Thus,
the neglect of the interstitial and vacuum region contri-
butions is justified.

While the SOC strength remains almost constant for
all d states, the SOC shift of different. states is quite
different. The largest shift happens for the coupled de-
generate states, e.g., yz and xz states at I and M of either
spin, when o ~~z. In this case, the shift is as large as the
SOC constant itself. In other accidental quasidegenerate
cases, when one state is coupled with a nearby state and
their energy separation is comparable to the SOC con-
stant, the shift could also be quite large, e.g., at X the
spin-up xy and the nearby spin-up hybridized (x —y, z )

state, with a separation of only 0.183 eV lcf. Table III (a)]
are coupled through the L, matrix element when tr ~~z and
their shifts reach 10 meV. Except for these degenerate
and quasidegenerate cases, the SOC shift for most states
is less than 3 meV since it is a second-order effect.

These results about the spin-polarized band structure
and the SOC induced single-state shift are the same as in
our previous work. ' Here, we have carried out the cal-
culations for different lattice constants in order to study
the effect of strain. In some other previous calculations,
parameters such as bonding strength and SOC constants
are introduced according to some empirical rule; e.g.,
Bruno adopted Harrison's d-d bonding parameters and
set /=50 meV. It turns out that this is not very far from
our present accurate results, e.g. , according to Har-
rison, '

V&&
= —0.20 eV for Fe atoms separated by 5.98

a.u. Hence the results obtained from this kind of empiri-
cal treatment are valuable to compare with even in the
quantitative sense.

C. MCA distribution in the BZ

Before presenting our results for the SOC energy calcu-
lated by using Eq. (1), which has to be summed over all
occupied states and integrated over the whole BZ, it is
better to first examine the contribution of each k point.
This helps to build up the connection between the MCA
energy and the electronic structure, and also provides an
analysis and understanding of the difficulties encountered
in previous theoretical treatments.

In earlier works, the MCA distribution in k space
shows very strong and irregular variation. Spikes origi-
nate from the Fermi filling, and burst randomly over the
BZ. The highest spike reaches as high as +e (Ref. 20),
where e is the eigenvalue of the state near EF. Note that

our state tracking method eliminates all appearances of
these random contributions, and so they do not appear in
our results at all.

Results for the anisotropic part of the SOC induced en-
ergy hE' are shown in the top panel of Fig. 4 for k
points along the high-symmetry lines for the Fe mono-
layer with a =5.98 a.u. , i.e., the simplest case since its ex-
change splitting is much larger than the bandwidth.
Comparing this curve to the band structure plotted in the
bottom panel, we see the validity of the conclusion drawn
from the general discussion in Sec. II that in this strong
exchange-splitting limit (i) the dominant contribution
comes from the SOC between spin-down (o, u) pairs and
(ii) the b,E"curve shown in the top panel of Fig. 4 can be
well related through Eq. (10) to the structure of the spin-
down band. For most of the full BZ where the ~-bonding
states (band 5) are occupied, as seen from Fig. 4, the an-
isotropy contribution is mostly positive because the occu-
pied band 5 and empty band 5* are coupled through the
L, matrix element (see Table I). An exception occurs
near M where both bands 5 and 5* are occupied, and the
coupling between them makes no contribution to the
MCA energy. By contrast, the coupling between the yz
orbital of the degenerate M5 states and band 1 (z )

through the L„component (see also Table I) gives a nega-
tive contribution according to Eq. (10). Another small
area with negative anisotropy occurs around I where
band 1 (5-bonding orbital) is occupied and both bands 5
and 5* are empty and they are coupled through the I.
matrix element. Since both negative contributions are
limited around I and M to two small pockets (in total
about 20% of the area of the full BZ), the positive contri-
bution dominates the MCA energy. This demonstrates
clearly the correspondence between the MCA and the
band structure.

D. Surface pair coupling

There are two peaks on the curve given in the top
panel of Fig. 4, however, that reAect the essential
difficulties encountered in all MCA calculations. The
first is in the neighborhood of Z, (cf. top panel of Fig. 4),
where bands 3, 4, 5, and 5' form (o, u) pairs mostly cou-
pled through I, and their energy differences are only
about 0.1 eV. The second is at the X, point where bands
5 and 3 consist of an (o, u) pair coupled through L and
their energy difference is only 0.05 eV. In both cases,
high peaks appear on the curve with positive contribu-
tions in the first case and negative in the second, because
they are coupled through different angular momentum
components.

These close (o, u) pairs occur in the neighborhood of
the k points where two Fermi surfaces (lines for this two-
dimensional case) intersect, or contact in tangency with
each other. When a k point used in the BZ integration
happens to be close to these intersection or tangency
points and their energy separation becomes comparable
to the SOC constant, the contribution of this k point to
the SOC shift and the MCA becomes larger, as shown in
Table III and Fig. 4. This was known for years as the
problem of the surface pair coupling (SPC). In the limit-
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ing case, when the separation of the (O, u) pair goes to
zero at a mesh point, the single-state SOC shift is propor-
tional to the SOC constant g, in contrast to other k points
where the shift is only a second-order effect. This leads
to the singular property of the distribution of the MCA
contribution in k space that plagued previous calcula-
tions. ' In an integration using a finite number of k
mesh points (Nz or Nk points in the full or irreducible
BZ, respectively), an uncertainty of the order g/Nk( -0.3
meV, assuming /=0. 03 eV and Nk =100) due to SPC ex-
ists that depends sensitively on the exact location of the
mesh points. Since the uncertainty is comparable to the
MCA itself, the result may therefore be unreliable; for a
given physical value of F~ (or total number of electrons),
the resultant MCA energy will depend on the choice (not
only the total number but the exact location also) of the k
mesh points; equivalently, for a given set of integration
points, random Auctuations occur on the MCA vs band
filling curve' ' because the change of EF may bring the
intersections close to some k points.

However, the fact that the SPC has an effect of the or-
der g/Nk on the MCA energy is not a physical property
but merely an exaggeration of the use of a finite mesh in-
tegration. Physically, its effect occurs in a higher order
of the SOC pertorbation. First, this singularity occurs
only at a very limited number of k points in the BZ, when
either Fermi surfaces intersect or contact in tangency.
Second, the SPC happens only in the very close vicinity
of these intersection or tangency points. Assuming a
linear approximation to the band dispersion in the neigh-
borhood of this intersection point, the size of this SPC re-
gion is

Our approach is to identify the existence of the SPC
first by using a band filling (rigid band) calculation for
varying number of valence electrons (cf. Fig. 5) in which
the increment of the Fermi energy is set equal to the
spin-orbit coupling strength g. As shown in Fig. 6(a) (to
be discussed below), the SPC effect appears clearly on the
band filling curve by the occurrence of random spikes
with a width of a few points of Fermi energy increment
and a height equal to or somewhat less than g/Nk. Then,
if the SPC singularity happens at the physical value of EF
(or Z), we believe that a better approach is to neglect en-
tirely the contribution from this SPC region, instead of
making the enormous effort to calculate its higher-order
contribution. For this purpose, a decoupling approxima-
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if 5e„, (g is required. With a maximum SOC shift of the
order of g, the integrated SPC contribution is of the order
of g X g, which is at least an order higher in g than both
the SOC energy and the anisotropy ( ~ g due to the re-
duced symmetry). Third, a proper perturbative treat-
ment in this quasidegenerate case has to include the
electron-electron interaction between states o and u.
When a Hubbard term U(1 n, )n„ is in—cluded in the
Hamiltonian to account for the perturbation-induced
population change, then even in the exact degenerate lim-
it (5E„,=0) the change of the ground-state energy at such
a k point is of the order of g /U, and the integrated con-
tribution of an SPC region should be of order g . These
effects seem to be even more important in the evaluation
of the MCA contribution from the SPC region.

A natural way to take care of this problem is to in-
crease the number of k points uniformly over the whole
BZ (as was done by many previous authors) or, at the
least, to increase the number of k points in the vicinity of
these SPC regions. ' Obviously, this requires too much
of a computational effort and one that still leaves in
doubt whether the results obtained are in the correct or-
der of the perturbation because even with an infinite
mesh integration it is still of the order of g if the Hub-
bard electron-electron interaction is not included.
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FIG. 6. The: SOC energy E (u) and E" (o) are plotted as a
function of the number of electrons in the range of spin-down
band filling for Fe (001) monolayers. (a) lattice constant
a =5.98 a.u. ' (b) a =4.83 a.u.
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tion has been adopted, which sets the coupling matrix
element between an (o, u) pair of states at a given k point
to zero when the pair is found to lie close enough to an
intersection point. This reduces the uncertainties origi-
nating from the SPC singularity encountered at these k
points. Such a procedure is justified from the above dis-
cussion for those systems where the second-order term
dominates in their MCA energy; clearly, an extension to
cubic systems requires more precise considerations.

E. SOC Energy and Magnetic Anisotropy

For calculating the change of the total energy induced
by the SOC, 66 k points in the one-eighth irreducible
two-dimensional BZ are employed. This corresponds to
Nk =421 k points in the full BZ. The SOC reduced sym-
metry in the xy plane is considered by summing over ap-
propriate operations for the moment direction in the
plane. The state tracking method has been used to deter-
mine the SOC perturbed occupied states O'. Typical re-
sults for the SOC energy, E (o ),E" (cr), and the anisot-
ropy are plotted against the total number of valence elec-
trons Z in Figs. 6 and 7, using the rigid-band approxima-
tion and the DOS computed self-consistently for Z=8.
This plot helps to reveal the SOC induced hybridization
between the (o, u) states over different energy regions.
Data points shown in the top panel of Fig. 6 for E "(o )

are given for Fermi energies with an increment of 30
meV. Although the effect of the SPC occurs at a few
points, e.g., on the E (z) curve at Z=8. 5 and on the
E" (x) curve at Z=7. 8, as is obviously seen, it does not
inhuence the discussion and conclusions given below.

We consider first the SOC effect between spin-down
states by turning off the SOC between opposite spins and
the coupling between spin-up states. The value of E""(z)
and E "(x) as shown in the top panel of Fig. 6 is zero at
Z =6 or 12 (empty or fully occupied spin-down band) and
reaches a maximum at half occupation where the number
of SOC couplings between (o, u) states is expected to be
maximum. It is worth noting that this band filling depen-
dence bears a characteristic feature of the change of the
MCA sign. When the spin-down band is nearly half filled
(Z —9), E (x) &E (z) and bE is negatiue, but when
the band is at the start of band filling (Z-7. 5) or nearly
fully filled (Z —10.5), E (x))E (z) and b,E is posi
tive. This means that the contribution from the coupling
between spin-down bands tends to make the easy axis lie
in the layer plane in the former case but to turn it to the
layer normal in the latter cases.

For the contribution from the opposite-spin SOC, both
E""(z) and E""(x) show a steady increase from —6 meV
to zero with increased filling (see the bottom panel of Fig.
6). The anisotropy property of this contribution is in
agreement with Eq. (13), e.g. , at the start of the band
filling, bonding xy and x —y states give positive contri-
butions, but at the central part of the band filling, nega-
tive contributions from xy, xz, and z states leads AE""to
decrease and finally, to change sign.

The MCA contributions from AE""and AE""are plot-
ted more clearly in the center and bottom panel of Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7. The AE" and its two main contributions 5E "and
hE"" of Fe(001) monolayers with lattice constant a =5.98 a.u.
matching the W(001) substrate (solid line), compared to the
monolayer with a=4. 83 a.u. matching a Cu(001) substrate
(dashed line).

It is interesting to note that the band filling dependence
of the SOC energy, shown by curves E""(o) and E" (o')
in Fig. 6(a), and the anisotropy for the monolayer with
lattice constant a =5.98 a.u. shown by the solid lines in
the center and bottom panel of Fig. 7, compare very well
with that given in Figs. 2 and 3 for the diatomic-pair
model. Surprisingly that simple model shows the correct
change of MCA sign with band filling. Quantitatively,
the magnitude of E""(tJ) shown in the top panel of Fig.
6(a) is in good agreement with that given for the diatomic
pair (Fig. 2), but the value for E" (o)is about four time. s
smaller. (Note, however, a factor of 2 could be accounted
for by the band broadening due to increased coordination
number. ) The anisotropy contributions AE" and b,E"
obtained by the accurate band calculation agree with
those given by the diatomic-pair model within a factor of
2. This comparison shows that although an Fe mono-
layer has a more complicated electronic structure and the
first-principles results contain much richer phenomena,
the simple diatomic-pair model still gives a good interpre-
tation of the MCA of this two-dimensional TM system.
The essence of this similarity lies in the fact that for both
the diatomic-pair (Fig. 1) and the first-principles band
structure (Fig. 4), the order and the occupation of the
electron states are in good correspondence, i.e., their
highest occupied states (bands) are the rt-bonding states
(bands) and the lower empty states (bands) are 5 and anti-
bonding m states (bands).

The total contribution AE", which is calculated by in-
cluding the SOC between all states, is plotted in the top
panel of Fig. 7. It equals almost exactly the sum of the
AE"" and AE"" contributions, in agreement with the as-
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sumption that in this case of strong exchange splitting
the spin-up d bands contain almost no empty states. It is
also true that the contribution AE"" shown in the center
panel of Fig. 7 dominates the anisotropy AE' and bears
the same feature of the change of MCA sign with band
filling. This shows the validity of the conclusion drawn
from the general discussion about the SOC energy in Sec.
II that in the limit of strong exchange splitting, the cou-
pling between opposite spin states plays a minor role
since their SOC hybridization is decreased.

We have noticed a relationship between the anisotropy
and the band filling (cf. Fig. 7) that there is a change of
MCA sign when Z goes from -7 to -9. While this is an
approximate curve since the DOS is calculated self-
consistently only for Z =8, it is still worth noting be-
cause a similar relation also exists for Fe monolayers with
different lattice constants (curves b,E' in the top panel of
Fig. 7). The same behavior has been found to also occur
for Co monolayer films, where the anisotropy constant
also changes sign when Z goes from -7 to -9, and in
that case the physical value of Z is 9 at which the anisot-
ropy is negative. In addition, opposite signs of AE' have
been obtained for Fe and Co by Gay and Richter' in
their first-principles calculation for a square monolayer;
Bruno has also shown, in an empirical treatment of
monolayer anisotropy, that the anisotropy depends on
band filling and that the strongest preference for in-plane
easy magnetization occurs at Z =9 and 9 ~ 5. Even the an-
isotropy constants are in approximate agreement: —3.6
meV for a square lattice with a =5.45 a.u. (Ref. 19),—0.5 to —2.0 meV for different choices of the crystal-
field parameter, and —1.35 meV for a square lattice
with a =4.83 a.u. given in our previous paper.

Our calculated angular dependence of the MCA energy
fits well to a K2sin 0 expression, where 0 is the deviation
of the moment from the layer normal. The effect of
terms higher than second order is negligibly small in
these systems. Results for the MCA constants are listed
in Table V, together with the magnetic moments for Fe
monolayers with different lattice parameters. Both the
easy direction and the value of the anisotropy constant
are quite stable with respect to the number of k points or
band filling. Even a smaller number of k points (100 in
the full BZ) gives essentially the same result, when the
effect of the SPC has been checked and eliminated as dis-
cussed above and reported previously.

F. Comparison with experiments

Here we compare our results with the experimental
findings which might test the validity of the ideas given
above. Fe/Cu (100) and Fe/Ag (100) overlayers were
found to have their easy axis along the layer normal for
thicknesses below 5.7 and 2.4 MI, respectively. It was
also noted that besides fcc Fe(100) on Cu(100), fcc
Fe (111) on Ru(0001), bct Fe (100) on Pd(100), and bcc
Fe(100) on Au(100), they exhibit a perpendicular spin
orientation below about 6 ML, in spite of their structural
differences. This universal behavior suggests an electron-
ic origin of this surface MCA which is consistent, at least

qualitatively, with our results on Fe monolayers.
This agreement is of course very far from conclusive,

however, because in the experiments the characterization
of the atomic structure of these ultrathin films is especial-
ly difficult, and the MCA is shown to be crucially depen-
dent on the local environment of the magnetic atoms.
Quite aside from the difference between the experimental
atomic structure of even a monolayer on a substrate and
the too ideal theoretical square lattice, the interaction
with substrates needs to be investigated. For example,
the results for thin Co films appear controversial. Pescia
et al. found that the perpendicular remanance of thin
Co overlayers (down to 1 ML) on Cu(001) was zero, but
they claimed a perpendicular interface anisotropy (0.064
meV/atom) from an analysis of the deviation of the mag-
netization curve from the ideal demagnetization factor.
Very recently, Chen et al. found that the easy axis of a
Co (2 ML) overlayer on Cu(100) is in the surface plane.
Their result about Co/Cu (111)also shows that the layer
normal is not the easy axis for the as-deposited films (1—3
ML); it becomes a metastable easy direction only after
annealing in a magnetic field. While this seems to sup-
port the results of an in-plane MCA preference for the Co
monolayers, ' ' ' and the prediction of the change of the
MCA sign depending on the band filling given above, it is
evident that more studies have to be conducted.

V. EFFECT OF STRAIN ON THE
MCA ENERGY OF IRON MONOLAYERS

Experimental investigations of the MCA of monolayer
(or thicker) films are carried out on samples grown epi-
taxially on certain substrates; thus, influences on their
properties may arise from the interaction between the fer-
romagnetic film and the substrate or from the strain in-
duced in the epitaxy, since the lattice constants of the ep-
itaxial overlayers may vary by several percent. For the
purpose of isolating the strain effect, we have calculated
the MCA energy for free-standing Fe monolayers at lat-
tice constants that range from 11' smaller [matching
the fcc Cu(001) substrate] to 10%%uo larger [matching the
bcc W(001) substrate] than the ideal iron crystal (001)
surface, respectively.

The electronic states of these systems have been calcu-
lated by using our FLAPW method, as given in Sec. IV;
their energy bands change greatly in the quantitative
sense. For simplicity, only bonding parameters obtained
by fitting our highly precise results to the approximate
tight-binding expressions are given in Table IV. From
the largest (5.98 a.u. ) to the smallest (4.83 a.u. ) lattice
constant, the width of the spin-down d band increases
from 1.56 to 3.81 eV. The o bond strength ~Vdd ~

in-

creases by more than twofold from 0.246 to 0.609 eV. A
very good d dependence ' holds for Vdd . The ratios

I &dd I/II'dd I and
~ Vdds~/~ Vdd ~

remain rather stable at
0.71—0.74, and 0.13—0.16, respectively. The exchange
splitting EE,„and spin-orbit coupling constant g remain
almost constant, again showing that they are mostly an
atomic property.
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Figure 6(b) shows the results for an Fe monolayer with
the smallest lattice constant (a =4.83 a.u. ). Comparing it
with Fig. 6(a), the E "(cr) is greatly reduced to less than
one-half of that for the largest constant monolayer
(a =5.98 a.u.), in accordance with the increase in the
bond strength. Its anisotropy contribution AE"" shows
qualitatively the same change of sign with respect to the
band filling, but is also greatly reduced as can be seen
from the curves in the center panels of Fig. 7. However,
this change does not contribute much to the strain effect
of the MCA of the Fe monolayers, because at Z=8,
b,E" is nearly zero (cf. the curves of the two lattices
shown in the center panel of Fig. 7 pass through zero at
Z =8).

Surprisingly, we found the MCA contribution from the
SOC between the opposite spin states to be quite impor-
tant in determining its strain effect. The SOC energy
E" (o ) shows a similar change with band filling for the
two lattices shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Even the magni-
tude is almost the same, because the exchange splitting
remains constant for all lattices (cf. Table IV). However,
for the smallest lattice constants, almost the whole an-
isotropy curve b,E"" (dashed line from Z=7 to ll) has
been shifted upward by about 0.2 —0.3 meV to more posi-
tive MCA. We found that this is related to the crystal-
field effect which makes the center of gravity of the bands
of the planar orbitals (xy and x —y ) shift to lower ener-

gy than the z, xz, and yz bands. The smaller the atomic
spacing, the stronger this effect is expected to be. In the
present case, the planar orbits of the monolayer with
a =4.83 a.u. are found to shift 0.15 eV downward com-
pared with the monolayer with a =5.98 a.u. From the
change of the magnetic moment (Table V), we know that
there are 0.39 more electrons to fill the down-spin band
for the contracted lattice. Due to this crystal-field effect,
most of these electrons fill the planar orbitals and thus
push the b,E" curve upward. [Note that each electron in
these planar orbitals gives a positive contribution of
about 0.9 meV according to Eq. (13).] This analysis is op-
posite to a simplistic assertion that might be drawn from
the negative slope of the band filling curve bE" vs Z (see

the bottom panel of Fig. 7) that an increase in the number
of electrons may be accompanied by a shift of the anisot-
ropy to more negative values. Again the conclusion is
proved that the MCA is determined not only by how
many states are occupied, but even more importantly, by
also which states are occupied. Bruno showed the effect
of the crystal field by assigning a parameter in his empiri-
cal treatment; here we show how it is realized in a physi-
cal system.

A positive MCA is found for all monolayer Fe films in-
dependent of the lattice constant. The MCA constant
listed in Table V for different lattice constants ranges
from 0.27 to 0.42 meV/atom. As a general trend, it in-
creases slightly with decreasing atomic spacing, but the
variation is not very large. This shows that for Fe mono-
layers, the SOC between opposite spin states dominates in
determining the effect of strain.

The results for two spacings (a =5.45 and 4.83 a.u. )

agree approximately with the pioneering results of Gay
and Richter, ' which had to be computed by using as
many as 7744 to 14400 k points in the full BZ in order to
obtain stable results. That the uncertainties from band
filling and SPC can produce different results can also be
seen from Table V by comparing with the results of Ref.
21. While no experimental comparisons can be made
directly at present, our results about the effect of strain
do afford an estimate as to what extent and how the lat-
tice mismatch could inAuence the experimental results on
the MCA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

With the monolayer as an example, our work has
proved that, when the second-order effect dominates the
MCA contribution due to reduced symmetry, the MCA
energy may be well related with its electronic structure.
The problem of random errors introduced by the separate
determination of the unperturbed and the SOC perturbed
occupied states in the perturbation treatment existing in
previous first-principles theoretical approaches was elim-

TABLE V. The MCA constant K2 (in meV/atom) defined by E'=Eo+Kzsin |9 and magnetic mo-
ment m (in p&/atom) for free-standing Fe monolayers vs lattice constant taken to match the substrate
shown in parentheses.

Lattice constants
(a.u. )

This work Previous work

5.98 (W)
5.73 (V)
5.45 (Ag)

5.24 (Pd)
4.83 (CU)

'Reference 18.
Reference 21.

'Reference 20.

0.27
0.41
0.37

0.34
0.42

3.43
3.36
3.22

3.20
3.04

0.38'
—0.033 to —0.043

0.61'

3.20'
3.11 to 3.13b
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inated by employing the state tracking method which
determines the SOC perturbed occupied states by their
wave function with respect to the unperturbed states.
This ensures that reliable physical conclusions could be
drawn with respect to the MCA energy. The uncertainty
from the singular property of the MCA contribution
from the SPC region (in a finite mesh integration) can be
identified on the band filling curve of the SOC energy and
reduced, when necessary, by a decoupling approximation
based on the estimate that this contribution occurs in
higher-order perturbation. Quite importantly, stable re-
sults were obtained with acceptable accuracy in the first-
principles calculations even with a rather limited number
of k points.

The results on Fe monolayers demonstrate that there
are two contributions to the MCA, from the SOC be-
tween spin-down states and between opposite spin states,
which have to be taken into consideration in the theoreti-
cal treatment. Both contributions show a close relation-
ship to the electronic structure. The contribution from
the SOC between spin-down states depends strongly on
the splitting and the coupling between the occupied and
empty states; it is usually larger, especially in the limit of
strong exchange splitting where it dominates. A change
of the MCA sign is expected, depending on the spin-
down band filling. This gives an explanation to the posi-
tiue (perpendicular) MCA for Fe monolayers, and the
negative (in-plane) MCA for free-standing Co mono-
layers. The predicted positive (perpendicular) MCA of Fe
monolayers for a large range of lattice strain is in ap-
parent agreement with experiments to date.

The contribution to the MCA from the SOC between

opposite spin states exhibits characteristic band filling
features. Its sign is determined by the axial component of
the orbital angular momentum of the occupied states; its
magnitude depends on the exchange splitting. The in-
crease in the number of spin-down electrons for a con-
tracted lattice is found to fill mostly the downward shift-
ed xy and x —y bands due to the shift of the center of
gravity of these bands (crystal-field effect). This leads to
more positive MCA through the contribution from the
SOC between opposite spin states.

An analysis based on the bonding character of a di-
atomic pair, the geometry (symmetry), and the band
broadening e6'ect of the environment, is found to give a
very good interpretation to the MCA energy of Fe mono-
layers. This reveals that the MCA of thin films (surface
MCA or interface MCA) and the well-known directional
ordering mechanism of the MCA of alloys may be con-
sidered on the microscopic scale through similar elec-
tronic structure studies.
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